Patient Instruction Sheet
ThermoTek Vascutherm 5
HOW TO USE
1. Plug the provided cord into a socket and other end into the side of the
Vascutherm.
2. Align and snap the 3 prongs of umbilical cord into the Vascutherm.
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3. Align and snap the other 3 ends of the umbilical cord into the patientspecific wrap.
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4. Flip the power switch on the side of the device on to power up. The LCD
touch screen boots up in 5 seconds.

5. Press Start on the LCD touch screen to begin therapy.
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6. The Vascutherm now cycles between 30-minutes ON (as seen by
illuminated circle on left side of screen) and 30-minutes OFF (as seen by
circle on right side of the screen).

7. To stop therapy, simply press Stop on the LCD screen. Disconnect from
the wrap by pressing the appropriate release buttons on the 3connections of the umbilical cord.

Prescribed to be used in aid of discomfort and swelling. Because the machine
self-regulates between on and off application of the cold therapy, it can be
worn as much as the patient prefers.*
* Device settings are based off physician preference.

Any alteration of settings must be dictated by prescribing

physician and cannot, under any circumstance, be performed solely by the patient.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
“Low Coolant” displaying on screen:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Touch Accept
Touch Start
Unscrew cap and add water if necessary.
Screw cap back on and resume treatment.

If message continues to display but water level is not low:
1. Touch Accept
2. Touch Start
3. Unscrew cap and make sure opening is not obstructed. If black rubber
stopper is covering the opening, remove it and place it inside the white
cap.
4. Elevate the machine above the wrap and gently shake the wrap/umbilical
cord junction to clear any air bubbles.
5. Screw cap back on and resume treatment.

Wrap not getting cold while machine is running:
1. Power the machine OFF and then ON again by flipping the RED power
switch located on the side of the machine twice (OFF then ON).
2. Once powered ON, press Start.
3. Unscrew cap and make sure opening is not obstructed. If black rubber
stopper is covering the opening, remove it and place it inside the white
cap.
4. Elevate the machine above the wrap and gently shake the wrap/umbilical
cord junction (near the clear tubes by the wrap) to clear any air bubbles.
5. Screw cap back on and resume treatment. Wrap should get cold within 3
minutes.
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